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Story
A new lion turns up in the savannah and tries to take over King Kofi’s territory. To Tafiti and his friends, of
course, this is great news – they can’t wait to see the back of the pesky old king! But it soon becomes clear
that Shaha Kenua is much better at catching meerkats than King Kofi ever was.

So Tafiti and Red decide to help their former king. After all, he was never really all that dangerous. And so
far, Grandmama’s cake has always done the trick when it comes to dealing with hungry lions!

- a new adventure with Tafiti and his friends
- to read aloud or for reading beginners
- your favourite character with huge potential for even more fame! 

Julia Boehme
Julia Boehme studied literature and music and afterwards worked as an editor for a children's TV
programme. One day she remembered that as a child she had wanted to become a writer. Right away she
decided that from now on she was going to be a writer exclusively. Ever since she is creating new stories for
television and writes children's books.

Press commentaries

Julia Boehme

Tafiti and the Rival Kings (Vol. 9)
Tafiti, Volume 9
durchgehend farbig illustriert von Julia Ginsbach

1st edition 14/08/2017
80 Pages, 16.0 x 21.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7855-8419-4
Hardcover

7.95 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra

Rights sold:
(series): Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (s),
Czech, Danish, Dutch, Georgian, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Korean, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish
(worldwide)
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Press reviews for the series:

“Julia Boehme tells in a humorous way about children’s fears and the courage to follow their own curiosity to
explore the world.” Eselsohr

“Tafiti is a wonderful story about friendship and otherness, about solidarity and acceptance, greatly
illustrated and perfect for little first readers.” Hamburger Morgenpost

“An entertaining and funny journey through the African Savanna.” Bücher

“An adorable story.”Mathias Ziegler, Wiener Zeitung

“Julia Boehme wrote […] a praise for friendship that Julia Ginsbach realised in cheerful illustrations.” Lilo
Solcher, Augsburger Allgemeine

“[…] an exciting book about the infantine curiousity to explore the world.” kinderbuch-couch.de

“A fascinating story about friendship.” Hits for Kids

“On Tafiti’s traces, first readers learn to read with pleasure from chapter to chapter, because the author
knows how to captivatingly tell a story from a child’s perspective.” Anna Swoboda, Eselsohr

“Big letters and many pictures invite to first independent reading.” Stephanie von Selchow, Rhein-Main-
Zeitung

“The author succeeds exceptionally well in describing members of the African wildlife in a child-oriented and
harmonious way.” buecherkinder.de

“A lovely illustrated book that is perfect for bedtime stories, but also makes fun during the day.”
dietestfamilie.de

“Perfect for reading aloud and first, independent viewing and storytelling.” Margit Weingärtner,
netzwerkvorlesen.de

“Lively, witty, thrilling, easy to read – that’s Tafiti.” Monika Jonasch, Wiener Journal

„[…] amusing and exciting.“ Jennifer Trautmann, knax.de

„Thanks to the child-oriented language, the simple dialogues and the big font, Tafiti is ideal for first readers.“
kinderbuchlesen.de

“A mellifluous story!” Duda

“A book that is perfect for reading aloud and independent reading.” Gesa Füßle, buecherkinder.de

“The story captivates children with a lot of wit, great illustrations and a remarkable adventure.” damarisliest-
mini.de
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“Another fantastic, clever and incredibly funny adventure with likeable characters.” Gelnhäuser Neue
Zeitung

“When Tafiti and his friends […] shake the savanna again, adults as well have their fun.” Wolfgang Pichler,
General-Anzeiger Bonn

“Tafiti is one of the best book series for younger children.” GreatBigOcean on amazon.de

“An entertaining, exciting, humorous animal adventure story for young and old.” BuchmagieKids on
randomhouse.de

More titles in this series

Tafiti (Vol. 19) - Crocodile
Alert at the Waterhole

Tafiti – The Best Story Time
Adventures for Reading

Together

Picture Mouse - Tafiti Sleeps
Somewhere Else
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PictureMouse - Tafiti and
the Lion with the Wobbly

Tooth

Tafiti – Be Brave, Little Bat!

Tafiti – That‘s How You Get
Well

Tafiti - The Mysterious
Christmas Animal

My Friends - Tafiti

Tafiti and His Friends - New
Adventures in the Savannah

(Vol. 4-6)
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